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About Me
Hey I’m Liam, a documentary wedding photographer based in

Nottingham, although I live & travel all over the UK.
My goal is to not only document your special day but also to
create a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere for you, your

loved ones, and your guests. I have an easy-going nature and
enjoy engaging in conversations about any topic. With a dry

sense of humor, I find it helps break the ice and sets a
comfortable tone. Instead of observing from the sidelines, I
immerse myself in the action, blending in like a guest with a

camera



Style
My photography style is rooted in storytelling, weaving together the

narrative of your wedding day in a natural and unobtrusive manner. I
strive to document the heartfelt connections, candid laughter, and

joyful tears that make your wedding truly unforgettable. By immersing
myself into the wedding day, I ensure that you and your loved ones can
be yourselves, creating a relaxed atmosphere that allows for authentic

expressions and genuine interactions.

https://liambowlerweddings.squarespace.com/documentary-wedding-photography


Vision For Your Wedding
We envision your wedding day as a timeless masterpiece. We see it as a canvas painted with genuine moments,
where you, the bride, groom, and your loved ones are not just participants but immersed in the celebration. Our

documentary style captures the beauty of your day as it naturally unfolds, preserving the authenticity of your unique
love story.

We invite you to be fully present, to savor the emotions and details of each fleeting moment. Allow yourselves to be
open, experiencing the day to its fullest. Amid the joyous chaos, we encourage moments of quiet connection between

you two, ensuring that you share meaningful time together.

Our lens is poised to capture the real and honest connections—the tender glances, the joyous laughter, and the
spontaneous embraces. These are the elements that form the heart of your wedding day, and we are dedicated to

freezing them in time.

Our commitment to timeless elegance ensures that the beauty of your love story will endure beyond trends. Each
photograph becomes a chapter in your visual narrative, reflecting the depth of your connection and the classic beauty

of your celebration. Trust us to document your day, creating a collection of images that encapsulates the magic and
emotion of your wedding—a cherished legacy for generations to come.





Testimonials

Robyn & Russell Vicky & Chris Sam & Musa

“Liam and Tabitha are absolutely amazing,
we love our wedding photos and our

engagement shoot photos,
They are both so professional but also

they join in the fun to get the best shoots,
Communication was amazing, nothing

ever felt like it was to much trouble.
We have already recommended them to

friends and will continue to do so.
Thank you again for everything 😊 x”

“Highly recommended, Liam and Tabitha
did an incredible job on the day and

couldn't be happier with the photos. The
consultation was incredibly relaxed,
making for a a stress free part of the

planning. And they were great on the
day, capturing both group photos and

lovely candid photos that help to treasure
the memories of the day. Everything was

so relaxed and effortless.”

“We all had an absolutely wonderful day.
The beauty and memories of the day were
truly captured by the very talented Liam

Bowler wedding photographers. They
took what is usually a tedious experience

and turned it into a joyful and fun
experience which really allows us to re-

live the day through the amazing
photographs. A massive thank you from us

all and we would not hesitate to
recommend!! Thank you!!”



Pricing
Initial Consultation Via Phone/Video Call To Get To Know

Eachother
All Edited Images Delivered In A Personal Online Gallery

A Selection Of Images Delivered Within 48 Hours Of Your
Wedding

A Selection Of 10 Free Fine Art 6x4 Prints To Tell The Story
Of Your Wedding Day

10% Discount For Blue Light & Military Workers

10 Hours For £2000

Heirloom Album and Fine Art Prints | From £500
Engagement Sessions | £300

Second Photographer Available | £400

Extras

Extra Hours | £250 Per HR
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How To Book

Initial Enquiry & Consultaion Personal Information & Details Contract & Invoice

Embark on the journey to capture your special day
by initiating a conversation with me. Our

personalized consultation goes beyond discussing
wedding plans; it's about discovering if we're the

perfect match. I'm not just here to be your
photographer; I'm here to understand your unique

vision and ensure that our collaboration is a
harmonious blend. Your choice matters just as

much as mine, and together, let's ensure that the
moments we create are a reflection of your desires

and my artistic approach. Let's embark on this
photography journey as mutual partners, curating
memories that resonate with both your vision and

my passion for capturing beautiful moments.

To formalize our partnership and proceed with
crafting your personalized wedding photography

experience, I'll need some key details. Kindly share
your contact information, wedding date, location, and
any specific timing considerations. This will enable me

to tailor a contract and invoice to your unique needs.
Once I receive this information, I'll swiftly prepare the
necessary documents and guide you through the next

steps in securing my services for your special day

After our discussion, I'll promptly send over the
tailored contract and invoice digitally. To secure

your booking, a 50% deposit is required, and
this can be conveniently processed upon signing
the contract. Once you've reviewed, signed, and

submitted the deposit, I'll countersign,
finalizing our agreement. This seamless digital

process ensures your wedding date is fully
secured in my calendar. Feel free to reach out if

you have any questions or need further
clarification during this stage.

Liam@liambowlerweddings.com 07583051898 www.liambowlerweddings.com


